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ARTICLES 

PERCEIVING AND REMEMBERING 

EDWARD S. CASEY 

The subject of the human mind being so copious and various, I shall 
here take advantage of this vulgar and specious division, that I may 
proceed with the greater order.?Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature 

I 

1 HE fates of perceiving and remembering have been inextricably 
intertwined in Western philosophy and psychology. It has been 

asserted from Plato's Theaetetus onwards that there can be no re 

membering without perceiving and, though much less frequently, 
no perceiving without remembering of some sort. Just how either of 

these forms of interdependency occurs, however, has given rise to 

continual controversy. Little discernible progress has been made 

since Plato first proposed, in the Theaetetus, a model of the mind as 

an aviary in which individual memories wait like captive birds to be 

plucked from the cage of recollection in order to aid in the iden 

tification of present perceptions. The elaborate and ingenious char 

acter of this memory machine ? elaborate and ingenious in compari 
son with the simpler model of the wax tablet also proposed in the 

Theaetetus1?was to prove prophetic, since later treatments of per 

ception often invoke memory as a deus ex machina brought in to 

resolve ambiguities and perplexities of perceptual experience. 

Consider, for example, Berkeley's celebrated theory of vision, 

especially its explanation of how we perceive objects at a distance 

or in depth. Insofar as we have visual cues alone, that is, "light 
and colors," we have to do with something highly ambiguous: am 

biguous because, with such evidence alone available, it seems inex 

plicable that we could distinguish an object ten feet away from an 

object of exactly equivalent color and shape but twice as large and 

twenty feet away.2 In this predicament, something else, something 

1 
For both models, see Plato Theaetetus 190e-199c. 

2 
From the standpoint of sensory psychophysics, one would speak of 

the ambiguity of "a stationary monocular retinal image" which is produced 
by the fact that "since the proximal stimulus pattern for the eye is two 

dimensional, an infinite number of different tridimensional spatial arrange 
ments will produce the same pattern at the eye": Julian Hochberg, Per 

ception (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1964), p. 37. 
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408 EDWARD S. CASEY 

other than the direct deliverances of the eye, is called upon to explain 
how it is that we nevertheless do pass correct judgments about the 

distance of such perceived objects from our position as their observer. 

According to Berkeley, this something else is memory, and in par 

ticular the memory of the kinaesthetic and tactile sensations gen 
erated in the bodily traversing of just such distances in the past: 

Looking at an object, I perceive a certain visible figure and color, 
with some degree of faintness and other circumstances, which from what 
I have formerly observed, determine me to think, that if I advance 
forward so many paces or miles, I shall be affected with such and 
such ideas of touch. . . . What [one] sees only suggests to his under 

standing, that after having passed a certain distance, to be measured 

by the motion of his body, which is perceivable by touch, he shall 
come to perceive such and such tangible ideas which have been usually 
connected with such and such visible ideas.3 

Now this claim is certainly not true, and can be disputed on any 

number of grounds, factual and theoretical alike.4 But what is of cru 

cial concern at this point is not so much its empirical truth or falsity 
as its basic strategy. This strategy consists in an appeal to memory 

(in the convenient euphemism of "experience") as an ultimate ex 

planans: "And these same means, which suggest the magnitude of 

tangible things, do also suggest their distance, and in the same man 

ner, that is to say, by experience alone."5 That is to say, by past, 

now-remembered or rememberable experience alone. 

Such a strategy is by no means isolated or unusual in treat 

ments of perception. It is also found, for instance, in numerous 

attempted explanations of the so-called "perceptual constancies," that 

is, the penchant human beings have for perceiving things as retaining 
the same shape, size, color, degree of brightness, rate of motion, 

etc., even though each of these features has in fact changed in some 

3 
George Berkeley, An Essay Towards a New Theory of Vision (Lon 

don: Dent, 1934), pp. 32-33. 
4 It is disputable on empirical grounds because very young children 

(and chickens!) will perceive and correctly interpret depth cues in the absence 
of previous kinaesthetic or tactile experience. (Cf. the classic experiments 
of Gibson and Walk dealing with the "visual cliff" and Thorndike's experi 

ment with chickens, especially as discussed by Hochberg, Perception, p. 48.) 
Berkeley's theory is unsound theoretically insofar as it privileges, without 

adequate justification, kinaesthetic and tactile sensations over visual sensa 

tions, giving to the latter a secondary status. 
5 
George Berkeley, The Theory of Vision (London: Macmillan, 1860), 

pp. 108-109. My italics. 
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PERCEIVING AND REMEMBERING 409 

objectively detectable manner during the course of the perception.6 
In accordance with a recurrently popular model, itself stemming from 

the empiricist methodology first fully espoused by Locke and 

Berkeley, these constancies are routinely attributed to "familiarity" 
?which is to say, to memory, the basis and source of the sense 

of the familiar. Once again, the explanation is dubious?the per 

ceptual constancies can be shown to obtain even with quite unfamiliar 

objects?but strategically significant. It tries to resolve a problem 
in perception by invoking memory as a ready-to-hand and infinitely 
resourceful solvent: as if its very difference from a putatively "pure" 

perception with no resources of its own enabled it to be perception's 
savior. Just as evasive and flighty birds are caught and held in an 

aviary, so the slippery ambiguities of pure perceiving are caught 
and held in the catchall captivity of remembering. As any bird keeper 

knows, however, the least loosening of the cage door allows for es 

cape?that is, in the present context, for the reappearance of prob 
lems that cannot be contained in any such artifact of explanation. 

It is also evident that, unless the nature of memory itself is 

clarified, all such recourse to it is a form of explaining the obscure 

by the still more obscure ? of "explaining up to the explanation," 
as Kierkegaard put it.7 Moreover, this recourse is circular and ques 

tion-begging, imputing to memory the very things which perceptual 

experience, taken as "pure," supposedly lacks. In Merleau-Ponty's 
words: 

Before any contribution by memory, what is [perceived] must at the 

present moment so organize itself as to present a picture to me in 
which I can recognize my former experiences. Thus the appeal to 
memory presupposes what it is supposed to explain: the patterning 
of data, the imposition of meaning on a chaos of sense-data. No sooner 
is the recollection of memories made possible than it becomes super 

fluous, since the work it is being asked to do is already done [i.e., 
already done within perception itself].8 

6 
On the perceptual constancies, see C. M. Wyburn, R. W. Pickford, 

and R. J. Hirst, Human Senses and Perception (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1964), chap. 7. 

7 
S0ren Kierkegaard, The Concept of Dread, trans. Walter Lowrie 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1957), p. 35: "psychology . . . can 

only explain up to the explanation, and above all must guard against seeming 
to explain what no science explains." 8 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Colin 
Smith (New York: Humanities Press, 1962), p. 19. 
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410 EDWARD S. CASEY 

To claim this is not to deny the importance or the influence of memory; 

instead, it is to situate this importance and influence somewhere 

else than has been traditionally the case: rather than in an abstract 

aviary of intellect or in some covert cul-de-sac of mind, within per 

ceiving itself?"arrayed in present consciousness itself," as Merleau 

Ponty adds.9 

Before we can begin to determine what forms this arraying takes 

?what forms of immanent unity between perception and memory 
are to be found in human experience?we must consider a further 

aspect of the relationship between perception and memory as it has 

been treated in Western thought. Of the twro two-way relations men 

tioned above?no remembering without perceiving, no perceiving 

without remembering?the latter relation, especially as it is found in 

the perception of distance and in the perceptual constancies, has 

been of considerable strategic value in certain epistemological dis 

cussions; but as with so many such strategies, it possesses more 

rhetorical than philosophical substance. In contrast, the former rela 

tion?i.e., no remembering without perceiving?has been set forth 

straightforwardly and unrhetorically as a claim of substance: even 

as an undeniable claim. What is at stake in such a claim is no less 

than the primacy of perception with all that this entails concerning 
a proper and ultimate foundation of human experience. Merleau 

Ponty is himself an outspoken advocate of this very primacy, which 

he defines in the following well-known formulation: 

the perceived world is the always presupposed foundation of all ra 

tionality, all value, and all existence. This thesis does not destroy 
either rationality or the absolute. It only tries to bring them down 
to earth.10 

Noteworthy here is Merleau-Ponty's active espousal of the arch? 

concept of "foundation" and his somewhat defensive denial that he is 

trying to destroy "rationality or the absolute." On the contrary! He 

is passionately supporting them, and supporting them in one of the 

most traditional manners: by reversion to perception as the founda 

tional act, the act of acts, the act necessarily preceding all other 

acts (including the act of remembering)?the "simple," "basic" act, 

as Husserl, another proponent of the primacy of perception, called 

9 Ibid. 
10 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Primacy of Perception, ed. James Edie 

(Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1964), p. 13. 
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PERCEIVING AND REMEMBERING 411 

it.11 We shall have to ask, however: is this t/r-act not contaminated 

by the presence of remembering, supposedly its own offspring, from 

the very beginning? Is not perception, however basic it is in human 

experience, always already sullied by memory?mixed with it, much 

as memory itself is mixed with desire, from the start? 

II 

The answer to both of these questions is affirmative, as I shall 

try to show shortly. Previous to this, though, we need to become 

clear as to the differences between the two acts: before continuity can 

be rightfully claimed, distinctive discontinuities must be acknowl 

edged. This is all the more needed in view of the widespread tend 

ency (itself an expression of the belief in the primacy of perception) 
to regard memory as a mere extension or mode of perception: a ten 

dency as prominent in Aristotle and Hume as it is in those contempo 

rary cognitive psychologists who persist in positing "memory traces" 

of perceptions as the exclusive bases of remembering.12 Inherent in 

this tendency is the demeaning notion that memory can only be de 

rivative from perception and is, to this exact extent, its mere replica 

and replay. Remembering, in such a view, is the continuation of 

perceiving by other means?means, moreover, suspiciously like, or 

even the same as, those employed in perception itself considered 

as the primary act. 

Now this is just not so. To remember is not to go on perceiving, 
as if to carry on the work of perceiving in some quasi- or para 

11 Cf. Edmund Husserl, Logical Investigations, trans. J. N. Findlay, 
2 vols. (New York: Humanities Press, 1970), esp. Investigation 5, chaps. 
3-5, and Investigation 6, chap. 6. 

12 Aristotle's celebrated position is summed up thus: "By nature ani 
mals are born with the faculty of sensation, and from sensation memory 

is produced in some of them, though not in others" (Metaphysics 1. 980a28 

30; W. D. Ross translation). For Hume, memory is tied to the reproduction 
of the "order" and the "position" of the original impressions; hence its content 
can differ from the content of perception only in degree of vivacity?a 
difference which may be very slight indeed insofar as a memory "retains 
a considerable degree of [the] first vivacity [i.e., of perception]": A Treatise 

of Human Nature, ed. Selby-Bigge (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1967), 
p. 8. On memory-traces as a premise of psychological theories of memory, 
see Deborah A. Rosen, "An Argument for the Logical Notion of a Memory 
Trace," Philosophy of Science Vol. 13 (March 1975): 1-10, and Norman Mal 
colm's discussion of Rosen in his Memory and Mind (Ithaca: Cornell Uni 

versity Press, 1977), pp. 181-82. 
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412 EDWARD S. CASEY 

perceptual way. It is to do something distinctively different. To 

begin with, it is simply not true that what we remember is in every 
case something we have once perceived, as F. C. Bartlett, among 

many others, has maintained: "it is obvious that nothing can be recog 

nized or recalled which has not first been perceived."13 In fact, I 

can very well remember having felt a certain emotion or having 
had a certain thought, where the content of the emotion or the thought 
is recalled quite independently of the perceptual context in which it 

first occurred. So too I can remember former imaginings and re 

memberings?as well as my present remembering of the same acts at 

some future point. The reiterability of many cognitive and emotive 

acts in recollection renders questionable any attempt to reduce these 

acts to avatars of perception. Nor can it be correctly claimed that 

perceivings are always or necessarily the cause?either the initial 

or the precipitating cause?of my present rememberings, which may 

arise apart from any instigation by perception. Indeed, the return 

of some memories is actually facilitated by a lack of perceptual vivac 

ity in one's present experience, as has been shown in sensory dep 

rivation experiments and as occurs daily in psychoanalysis (where 

the analyst's not being perceived helps to elicit memories otherwise 

difficult to retrieve). Thus, neither in terms of causation nor of 

content is it the case that remembering is a continuation of perceiving.14 

Another, and still more decisive line of consideration, concerns 

those memories that do derive, directly or indirectly, from previous 

perceptions. Even here we cannot speak of a repetition of the latter 

in the former, as does Hume.15 Taken in any strict sense, repe 

tition is ruled out in the nature of the case, since the only complete 

repetition of a perception would be a re-perception, not a memory 

at all. Yet even when meant more loosely, repetition of a perception 

cannot be considered a continuation of it. For there are many ways 

of repeating?of "going over"?a prior perception in memory, only 
one of which would exhibit the same order and deliver the same 

13 F. C. Bartlett, Remembering: A Study in Experimental and Social 

Psychology (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1964), p. 187. 
14 For a more complete statement of this point, see my essay "Imagin 

ing and Remembering," sec. 2, in Review of Metaphysics 31 (December 
1977): 189-91. 

15 Cf. Hume, p. 86: "the belief or assent, which always attend the 

memory and senses, is nothing but the vivacity of the perceptions they 
present . . . to believe is in this case to feel an immediate impression of the 

senses, or a repetition ofthat impression in the memory." (My italics.) 
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PERCEIVING AND REMEMBERING 413 

ostensible content as did the original perception.16 These variant 

modes of going over a perceived object or event in memory include 

the diverse possibilities of: (1) reversing the order in which the differ 

ent parts of the perceived object or event appeared on the original 

occasion; (2) focusing more on myself as the perceiver than on what 

was perceived, or vice-versa; (3) thematizing things only collaterally 
or marginally given in the progenitor experience, e.g., the seedling 

which stood inconspicuously beside the oak I vividly remember play 

ing under in my front yard; (4) recalling an object or event hurriedly 
as a whole, totum simul and as a vague totalized Gestalt; (5) in 

contrast with this last procedure, recalling something partes extra 

partes, lingering in memory over each separate portion; (6) infusing 
later perceptions of the same object or event into my memory of 

first perceiving it, thereby allowing remembering to be re-influenced 

by perceiving; (7) conversely, letting later memories, or still other 

acts of mind, affect a pristine "first" memory; and (8) exploring in 

memory aspects of an object or event which were not explored at 

all in originally perceiving it?of which, indeed, one may not even 

have been explicitly aware at the time. This last possibility is of 

special significance in the context of the present discussion, for it 

demonstrates decisively that the memory of what we perceive, far 

from being constrained by the original experience, can range beyond 
its consciously registered content by picking out features not ex 

pressly noted in this experience itself. We are even entitled, I believe, 
to speak o? discovery in memory, for remembering sometimes repre 
sents a more acute and sensitive form of apprehension than the per 

ceiving from which it stems. In any event, just because something 
has been presented originaliter in perception does not mean that its 

fate as remembered is forever sealed, although we may admit that the 

limits of what can be correctly recalled are indeed predetermined 

by the initial perception. 
Let us now turn to a consideration of four eidetic or intrinsic dif 

ferences between perceiving and remembering: 

(1) First, and perhaps most obviously, there is a difference in tern, 

161 say "ostensible" content, for even if the content-as-remembered 
would yield the same verbal description?e.g., "the large oak tree in front 
of my childhood home"?as the content-as-once-perceived, there is an unde 
niable felt difference between the oak tree as it was presented to my senses 

and the same object (if we can still speak of "same" here) as it is now pre 
sentified in memory. This difference is not one of vivacity alone, but in 
cludes other factors to be detailed below. 
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414 EDWARD S. CASEY 

poral index. What we perceive is taken as appearing or existing 
in the present, as stationed irrevocably there no matter how broad 

or narrow our conception of the present itself may be. What we 

remember, in contrast, is posited precisely as appearing or existing 

in the past?or more precisely, posited as once-having-been-present. 

As there is no way in which to make the formerly extant present 

re-extant, a literally de-cisive gap separates the temporality of per 

ceived and remembered things; and this is so even though we are 

always assured that a continuum of intermediary temporal fields links 

the past of that which is recalled to the present moment of recall. 

Indeed, it is by means of this continuum itself (whether regarded 
as real or only as ideally constructable) that the gap in question is 

established and becomes measurable. To put this first difference 

in its most succinct form: if perceived, then occurring in the present; 

if remembered, then occurring at some point prior to the present, 

that is, in the past. 

(2) A second difference concerns what we may call "the face of 

familiarity." That which we recollect we have experienced before 

and in the first person: it is my own experience even if I do not at 

first recognize this to be so.17 There are no transferred memories; 

I cannot remember for you, or you for me, despite the illusion of 

doing so in situations of reminiscing.18 Even if I have forgotten an 

experience for a long time, when I do manage to remember it, it pre 

sents itself as at least minimally familiar to me: as having happened 

in my immediate ambiance. (This is not, of course, to say that a 

sense of familiarity guarantees the validity of the memory; cases of 

d?j? vu involve apparent familiarity while lacking easily demonstrable 

validity.) A given perceptual experience, on the other hand, may 

be utterly novel insofar as I have never been engaged in this particu 

lar experience before, not even ostensibly. If so, it lacks the face 

of familiarity, and may be deeply challenging or disturbing for this 

17 As William James says, "memory requires more than mere dating 
of a fact in the past. It must be dated in my past. In other words, I 

must think that I, directly, experienced its content": The Principles of 

Psychology (New York: Dover, 1950), p. 650; his italics). 
18 I say "illusion" because reminiscences, though sometimes stemming 

from shared experiences, nevertheless remain personal and not interper 
sonal in character: each is based on the unique perspective of the person 

who relates its specific content. 
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PERCEIVING AND REMEMBERING 415 

very reason. And yet, paradoxically and in contrast with the ex 

perience of remembering, I may genuinely co-perceive the objects of 

this experience along with others who are present at the time. 

(3) A third, and closely related, difference between the two acts 

arises from the essentially closed character of remembering in oppo 

sition to the open-endedness of perceiving. What is remembered 

is something which in and by itself has become, if not ossified alto 

gether (for it always remains subject to re-exploration and re-inter 

pretation), at least fixed in several ways: in temporal position (i.e., 
in having a determinate relation to events both before and after it), 

primary structural features (in contrast with those secondary features 

that may, as stressed above, become thematic only on a subsequent 
occasion of remembering), internal dynamism (that is, possibilities 
of further development as predelineated in the original experience), 
and a certain inherent obduracy as a coherently recollected content 

(giving to it a characteristic contraction or compression). What 

brings about the closure is above all the fact that what is remem 

bered comes packaged in a tightly-knit nexus of prior apprehensions 
and anticipations of consciousness, almost all of which have now faded 

or been fulfilled irrevocably. Contrast this fact with the situation 

obtaining when an act of perception takes place in the present. On 

the one hand, there is an ongoing lapsing from whatever temporal 

point one is at; newly elapsed phases of the perception continually 

modify older ones, forming with these latter new series of just-past 

perceptions, and so on ad infinitum. On the other hand, a stream 

of anticipations, all more or less unfulfilled, leads off from the same 

present point; these in particular provide perceptual experience with 

its sense of the open-ended, of not yet being a closed chapter. Since 

there is no definite "after" yet (this will be determined precisely by the 

fulfilling of anticipations), there is the sense of something still expand 

ing as the perceiving continues on its uncharted course. 

(4) "Every experience has its horizon,"19 writes Husserl, and 

mnemonic experience is no exception. The horizonal structure of 

memories is in fact twofold, (a) The first form of horizon, which 

we might term the "mnemonic frame," unifies each memory from 

19 Edmund Husserl, Experience and Judgment, trans. James S. 
Churchill and Karl Ameriks (Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 
1973), p. 132. (Hereinafter cited as "EJ.") 
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416 EDWARD S. CASEY 

within, providing it with an identity as a single discrete whole. This 

frame consists of several factors: the remembered content itself (fur 

nishing a core of sameness), the fact that this content is presented 
to the rememberer in an internally coherent sequence with its own 

beginning and ending, and an adhesion of the rememberer to the 

object or event remembered by virtue of being the same person 

who once enacted or witnessed it. (b) In addition to this self-unifying 

horizon, there is a purely locatory or positional horizon serving to 

situate the memory, thus unified by the memory frame, in relation 

to other experiences of the subject himself or herself. This horizon 

is not always expressly manifest in the form of a date or any other 

assigned position within wrhat Heidegger calls "world-time." But it 

is always operative to some extent, e.g., when I place a recollected 

event as having happened "after starting kindergarten" but "before 

fourth grade." In contradistinction to both the internal and the ex 

ternal horizons of perception,20 such a horizon as this is lacunary 
and hence not amenable to continuous exploration or filling-in: I may 

be able to recall nothing else between kindergarten and fourth grade, 
and yet my memory is no less legitimate for being thus cast adrift 

in my stream of experiences. It remains part of this stream and 

internal to it, even if it does not occupy a determinate stretch of it.21 

Ill 

If we grant these four fundamental differences between remem 

bering and perceiving, we must go on to consider the more prob 
lematic and more fateful question of how they nevertheless, despite 
such differences (and perhaps even thanks to them in part), do manage 

to communicate and co-operate with each other?how they both be 

come "arrayed in present consciousness," and arrayed together there 

in an indissoluble unity. As is so often the case in a descriptive 

project, after distinction comes reunification: after dia-crisis, syn 

20 On these horizons, see EJ, pp. 149 ff. and pp. 360-61. 
21 It should be noticed that memories of perceived objects may con 

tain a counterpart of the internal horizon, albeit a fragmentary one. 
Whereas in actual perception I can scrutinize an internal horizon ad libitum, 

I often encounter gaps in memory that prevent my full specification of its 
internal horizon: e.g., what was the color of the reverse side of the colored 
ball I am now remembering? I may be unable to answer this question, 
and if so I am left without recourse of the sort that is readily available in 

perception (turning the ball over, etc.). The same observation applies, 
mutatis mutandis, to the external horizon. 
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PERCEIVING AND REMEMBERING 417 

cresis. In our case, it is a matter of seeking forms of inherent uni 

fication between perceiving and remembering. 

By saying "forms of inherent unification," I have in mind those 

modes of combination that are non-contingent. Contingent combina 

tions between the two acts abound, occurring in such instances as 

those sudden recollections which are precipitated by perceptions but 

which possess no discernible link with the latter; situations of paired 
associate learning in which the re-perception of the first member 

of a pair of items leads to the recall of the second member apart 
from any connection of content or form;22 those experiences of halluci 

nation in which perceived and remembered components commingle 
in varying ratios;23 and so on. This list could be extended almost 

indefinitely?as in the precisely parallel case of contingent combina 

tions of imagining and remembering.24 Considerably more interest, 

however, attaches to non-contingent combinations, by which I mean 

cases in which the respective roles of the two acts are strictly co-essen 

tial. Such combinations in turn fall into two types: those in which 

the collaboration between perceiving and remembering is of a con 

spicuous and more or less readily analyzable nature and those in 

which it is much less evident. 

A. Conspicuous Collaboration. Under this heading I find three 

closely related instances: recognizing, reconstructing, and reminding. 
In the interest of brevity, I shall mostly neglect recognition and 

reconstruction, concentrating instead on the somewhat more reveal 

ing case of reminding. 

Unlike recognition, reminding normally involves a separation 
between the perceptual component ("the reminder") and the 

mnemonic component ("the remindand"), which are not in a relation 

of coincidence or suffusion as they are in recognition. Unlike re 

construction (with which it shares, however, a separateness of per 

ceptual and mnemonic factors), the relation between reminder and 

remindand is not indexical in character; it does not consist in anything 
like evidence pointing beyond itself to a to-be-reconstructed past. 

Rather, I take the relation in question to be one of adumbration 

22 On the subject of paired-associate learning, see Robert G. Crowder, 
Principles of Learning and Memory (Hillsdale, N.J.: Lawrence Erlbaum, 

1976), esp. chaps. 1, 8, and 9. 
23 I mean that even if the exact origin, perceptual or mnemonic, of a 

given hallucination could be determined, this would not alter one's actual ex 

perience of it in view of its compelling character. 
24 On this point, see Casey, sec. 4, pp. 193-95. 
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wherein the perceptual25 component of the reminder adumbrates the 

non-perceived (because past or still future) remindand. What is 

adumbrated or "shadowed-forth" is an action which the reminder 

is charged with helping us to remember to undertake on the present 
or a future occasion?or a past action which is being "called back 

to mind" again (as in commemorative reminders). Notice, however, 

that the reminder, though designed to elicit an act of recollection, 
is not instituted for the sake of recollection as such but for the sake of 

the action which the recollecting is supposed to precipitate or to com 

memorate. In this respect, the recollection summoned forth by the 

reminder acts as an intermediary?a sort of second or "shadow" 

reminder?between the perceived reminder and the remindand 

proper. For example, I may tie a string around by finger (the re 

minder per se) so as to recall later in the evening (the act of recol 

lection) to turn the heat down before going to bed (the remindand 
or action-which-I-shall-be-reminded-to-do). Indeed, the chain of re 

minders may be extended almost indefinitely, as when one memo 

randum refers to another and this latter to still another, and so on: 

whole bureaucracies are based on this cycle of remindful reference, 
so elaborate in the end that few may be able to remember what 

is to be done or even where the reminders themselves are!26 

Given the indistinctness of the adumbrative relation inherent 

in reminding,27 it might seem as if we have to do with something 

25 I am restricting consideration to cases of perceptual reminders with 
out denying in any way that there are non-perceived reminders as well: 

e.g., those that occur in the situation of "taking mental notes." 
26 The relation of reminding, in being thus easily reiterable, stands 

in contrast with both recognizing and reconstructing, each of which tends 
to settle more decisively on an end-product as a terminus ad quern. 27 In understanding this special mode of reference, I have found it use 
ful to invoke Piaget's distinction between schema and scheme. The re 

minder, being sensuous ("figurative" in Piaget's own term), serves as a 

schema, directing us to a particular action. The action, or remindand proper, 
is adumbrated by this figurative-schematic presentation thanks to the work 

ing of a scheme of the action foreshadowed. This scheme, of which we 
are not explicitly conscious, is nonetheless active in tacitly organizing the 
reminder's figurative properties so as to signify the remindand. For a 
reminder to be a reminder of an action, it must elicit the scheme of this 
action by its figuration?a figuration which operates by allusion or by sug 
gestion. Reminders function, then, by a combination of figurative format 

(designed to attract our attention amid distracting tasks) and of sub rosa 

allusiveness via a scheme of the action which they are designed to put us 
in mind of. (On the distinction between schema and scheme, see Hans 

G. Furth, Piaget and Knowledge [Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, 1969], 
p. 95 and p. 102.) 
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as amorphous as the suffusion that is ingredient in experiences of 

recognition. In the case of suffusion, however, the original experi 
ence so fully interpenetrates the presently perceived particular as to 

coincide or merge with it altogether; losing its identity as an experi 
ence stemming from a particular part of the past, it lends itself en 

tirely to the present experience of recognition, making this latter 

possible by its very unobtrusiveness, its sheer immanence within 

it. Almost exactly the opposite obtains in reconstruction, where 

the past has characteristically fled or vanished from what we can 

now perceive, leaving us with the task of putting the surviving frag 
ments together into a coherent "picture" of this past. In the case 

of reminding, there is neither a total inherence of the past in the 

present?of the remembered in the perceived?nor their disjunction 
from each other. Instead, in most situations of reminding some 

thing instituted in the past (the reminder) adumbrates something 
to be remembered now so as to be undertaken (as remindand) in 

the present or the future. Thus, in contrast with recognition, in 

reminding the perceptual and mnemonic components are kept dis 

tinct?the action is not in the reminder, only its adumbration is 

found there?yet not so distinct from one another as in reconstruction. 

B. Nonconspicuous Collaboration. Conspicuous cases of collu 

sion between perceiving and remembering arise frequently and in 

a well-marked manner in everyday existence. Now, however, we 

must consider a series of three cases in which the relation between 

perceiving and remembering is much less perspicuous. In these 

instances, we cannot appeal conveniently to already existing demar 

cations, verbal or nonverbal, or to unambiguous evidence from daily 

experience. Indeed, much of the difficulty in description arising at 

this point stems from the fact that the phenomena to be described 

are so deeply ingredient in this very experience, so radically con 

stitutive of it, that they are not easily analyzable into isolable and 

singular traits. 

(1) Consolidation. Unless what we experience were consoli 

dated to some degree?unless it had some minimal cohesion and 

unity?it could not be considered an object of experience in the first 

place. This holds for all types of experience, from acts of slow rumina 

tion to mercurial imaginings; but it is particularly true of perception 
in view of the latter's tendency to affix itself to discrete objects as 

its points of focus. The object-hunger of perceiving is such that what 

it does direct itself to must possess sufficient consolidation to serve 

as a focal point; it must be something sensuously graspable to which 
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we can attach our attention, however fleeting it may be. In what 

does such consolidation of the perceived object consist? 

Let us take an example from ordinary perceptual experience: 
a porcelain-based table lamp which is situated opposite me on the 

heavy wooden table on which I am presently writing. My attention 

is drawn immediately to the mesh shade, especially to its lower rim 

with its curiously reversed presentation of sides: I can see both the 

front side of the front side and the "front" (i.e., facing-me) side of the 

back side, though not the back side of either. In fact, I notice that 

my freely wandering eye is led forward toward precisely those parts 

of the lamp which are not given at the time, including the so far 

unseen back sides of the porcelin base of the lamp. This forward 

tending aspect of perception has been discussed by Aron Gurwitsch 

under the heading of "perceptual implication": 

In speaking of perceptual implications we wish to indicate components 
and constituents which, though essential to the noematic structure 

[of perception], are not yet unfolded, unravelled, and articulated, and 
which contribute to that structure in, so to speak, a silent way.28 

These thus far unperceived components and constituents form, to 

gether with those that have already been perceived, a complete "noe 

matic system" of the object in question?a system in which the parts, 

taken together, constitute what Gurwitsch calls a "Gestalt contex 

ture," that is, a whole in which each part is implied by all the others 

and is what it is perceived to be only in reference to these others.29 

It is disconcerting that Gurwitsch, who is committed in principle 

to the idea of the "mutual qualification and m?er-determination of 

the constituents by one another,"30 nevertheless emphasizes in prac 

tice the forward-looking element in a given Gestalt contexture?even 

to the point of considering it (under the rubric of "perceptual adumbra 

tion") the "fundamental phenomenon" of perception and a necessary 

"point of departure" for any phenomenological theory of perception.31 

Yet it is only a point of departure and should not be conceived as 

somehow representative of all forms of perceptual implication. Over 

insistence on it leads in particular to a neglect of the critical role of 

consolidation, in which a quite different kind of implication is involved. 

28 Aron Gurwitsch, "Perceptual Implications," in P. Tibbetts, ed. Per 

ception (Chicago: Quadrangle, 1969), p. 252. 
29 See ibid., pp. 252-57, for the full discussion. 
30 

Ibid., p. 254; my italics. 
31 

Ibid., p. 249. 
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Let us return to my perception of the lamp. Despite the ad 

mittedly impelling way in which my eye was drawn around the already 

given sides toward those not yet given, equally impelling is the fact 

that I could not have been so lured had I not begun from, and con 

tinued to count on as still present, something already consolidated: 

already steadily in view and to this extent steadfast in my experience. 
This is the case not only in regard to the middle or last members of 

a series of perceptions of the same object?where consolidation ap 

pears in the form of an actual accumulation of prior perceptions of 

this object?but even of the very first member, as in my first glance 
at the lamp in question. In this first look (and, a fortiori, in any 

subsequent look) there are three basic ways in which consolidation 

may already be at work: (i) there may be an embedding of percep 
tions of this same object from previous perceivings?perceivings 

which establish a specific preacquaintance such that the object pre 

sents itself as this particular already-perceived object and no other; 

(ii) in the absence of already existing familiarity with this given object, 
there may nonetheless be a preacquaintance with the kind of object 

being perceived: say, table-lamps rather than floor-lamps; even if 

I had never before laid eyes on the lamp just described, I would 
still not encounter it as wholly alien or unassimilable to my present 

perceptual experience;32 (iii) quite apart from these two modes of con 

solidation? one based on specification, the other on typification? 
there is the spontaneous constitution of any perceived object, pre 

viously known or not, as an-object-being-perceived-from-a-particular 
side (or sides); this occurs so spontaneously in fact that it presents 
itself to the perceiver as a fait accompli?as always already effected, 

always already a feature of the perceptual situation, part of its very 
structure. 

Each of these three basic forms of perceptual consolidation is 

the work o? memory. Not, of course, of recollection or "secondary 

memory" as both James and Husserl termed it: in no instance is it a 

matter of invoking particular recollections of my table-lamp in states 

that are now altogether past. Rather, remembering is at work here 

in its specifically "primary" form as this was first described by James: 

an object of primary memory is not . . . brought back [i.e., from 

oblivion, as in secondary memory]; it never was lost; its date was never 

32 On the question of "typical preacquaintance," see Husserl, EJ, p. 
150. The result of such preacquaintance is that "the object is present from 
the very first with a character of familiarity" (ibid., p. 113). 
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cut off in consciousness from that of the immediately present moment. 
In fact it comes to us as belonging to the rearward portion of the 

present space of time. . .33 

What is primary in primary memory is not just its being antecedent 

to secondary memory as its progenitor but also its unique modus 

operandi, which is cognitively and not only temporally prior. This 

mode of operation serves to consolidate perceptual experience from 

the very start by providing it with what James called a "vaguely 

vanishing backward fringe."34 This fringe is what gives to the per 

ceived object, even as immediately perceived, its felt density?its 
sense of being an object, sufficiently consolidated to be the focus of 

present and future perceptions. 
Each of the three forms of consolidation specified above is in 

debted to primary memory. On the one hand, thanks to its character 

as "sinking back" (zur?cksinken in Husserl's term), it enables previ 
ous experiences to bear upon the present situation by prolonging 
the perception of an object in such a way that immediately prece 
dent perceptions of it, or perceptions of like objects, can function 

as horizons of preacquaintance. On the other hand, primary memory 

allows for the constitution of the object as a perceivable whole with 

aspects and perspectival features of many kinds?something that 

would not be possible if consciousness were strictly punctiform and 

lacked the connectiveness contributed by primary memory, which 

draws out the merely momentary into a genuine span of duration: 

a span wherein a given perceived object can present itself as a multi 

plex particular, a consolidated concretum. 

Perceptual experience is thus not exclusively, or even predomi 

nantly, forward-looking. This experience is also, and just as impor 

tantly, backward-tending. As Augustine was the first to state ex 

pressly, and as James and Husserl were to re-emphasize, perception 
is interwoven with expectation and memory, and is therefore an in 

herently bi-directional phenomenon, a Janus bifrons which looks in 

two opposite directions at once while nevertheless occupying the cen 

ter-stage of the present. We must not affirm the anticipatory aspect 

of perception at the cost of failing to recognize its matrix in memory 

?and particularly in primary memory. 

33 
James, pp. 646-47. 

34 
Ibid., p. 643. 
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(2) Still-Retaining-in-Grasp. Freud's view of memory, like 

Bergson's, stresses its enormously retentive powers. On the model 

of the laying-down of permanent memory-traces, every perceptual 

experience is registered in a memory, and not only once but "several 

times over."35 This is so despite those obstacles to complete recall 

which begin to interpose themselves early in life and which lead to 
the deviations and falsifications of memories (especially in the form of 

screen memories) that fascinated Freud in his clmical practice. In 

fact, such subterranean influence of past perceptions presupposes 

their continuing retention, albeit in a distorted and quite unconscious 

form. They are retained in the system of the unconscious but not 

retained in grasp?in the grasp of conscious mind. 

Husserl, whose doubts concerning unconscious mentation are 

well known and whose primary efforts in phenomenology were di 

rected at elucidating the structures of consciousness, termed one of 

these structures "still-retaining-in-grasp" (noch-im-Griff-Behalten). 

Still-retaining-in-grasp is to be distinguished from retentiveness not 

only insofar as it is carried out consciously or preconsciously but 

also insofar as it is an activity over which the human agent main 

tains a considerable degree of control?in contrast with the auto 

maticity of retentiveness, which tends to follow its own course inde 

pendently of the human subject's designs. It is on much the same 

grounds that we must also distinguish still-retaining-in-grasp from 

what Husserl calls technically "retention," that is, the gradual sinking 
back or down into dimness of whatever we have just experienced 
in the "now." Retention, considered by Husserl to be the specific 
form always (and uniquely) assumed by primary memory, is itself 

a purely passive affair, since it represents an absolutely invariant 

modification of each successive experience, and occurs apart from any 
intervention by the experiencer. Thus, no more than retentiveness 

can retention be taken to be an act or activity of the remembering 

subject; it is always a dependent moment of an already engendered 
act or activity of this subject.36 

35 
Sigmund Freud, Standard Edition of. the Complete Psychological 

Works, ed. J. Strachey, 24 vols. (London: Hogarth Press, 1953-74) 1: 233: 
"what is essentially new about my theory is the thesis that memory is present 
not once but several times over, that it is laid down in various species of 
indications." 

36 On retention, see Edmund Husserl, Phenomenology of Internal 

Time-Consciousness, trans. James S. Churchill (Bloomington: Indiana Uni 
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What then is still-retaining-in-grasp? It is an activity so common 

and pervasive that we rarely notice it at all; yet it is absolutely 
essential to the constitution of human experience as we know it, and 

above all to perceptual experience. Each time I perceive something 
for more than a brief instant (and so long as I am not utterly dis 

tracted at the time), I actively hold in mind aspects already per 

ceived as my glance moves on to other aspects. The former aspects 

(e.g., colors, shapes, surfaces, various kinds of interaction with other 

objects) are retained in grasp not merely in the sense that they are 

still in view along with the presentation of the new aspects. Whether 

they are still in view or not, I maintain them in my awareness: 

/ keep them in mind as I turn to the perception of what succeeds 

them. This keeping-in-mind is what is essential here, and it can be 

analyzed into a set of three closely co-ordinated factors or moments: 

(i) holding-together. In its minimal form this first constitutive 
moment amounts to keeping within one apprehensive grasp: (a) an 

aspect just-before perceived; (b) an aspect which I am now, at this 

very point in time, perceiving. Such a dyadic unit held within ap 

prehension is a case of what Husserl might term "associative pair 

ing";37 but unlike most forms of primordial association it need not 

be based on similarity or likeness?or, for that matter, on simultane 

ity or causality either. For the paired terms held together may 

bear no sensuous or structural resemblance to each other, and can 

very well be successively perceived as qualitatively discontinuous 

with each other: as when I suddenly perceive a different side of an 

object, a side with an altogether different color or shape from that so 

far perceived. Despite the discontinuity in perceptual content, I do 

not hesitate to align the new side with the old, holding the two 

together in a temporally distended and yet unitary span of appre 

hension. Onto this primordial pair I can add still other members?up 

to the limit of my apprehensive powers. 

(ii) partial coincidence. The discontinuity just mentioned is also 
not incompatible with a second basic feature of still-retaining-in 

grasp: the partial or "overlapping"38 coincidence between the mem 

versity Press, 1964), secs. 10-13 and appendix 1. (Hereinafter designated 
as "PIT") For an explicit comparison between retention and still-retaining 
in-grasp, seeEJ, pp. 109-112. 

37 On this phenomenon, see EJ, pp. 74-76. 
38 On "?berschiebender Deckung" see EJ, p. 190 and p. 343. 
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bers of the dyad or polyad being kept in mind. Such coincidence 

is neither temporal nor qualitative but a coincidence at the level of 

the object (or group of objects) that is being retained in grasp. That 

which is brought together is brought together on, or in, a substratum 

of some sort, whether this is itself a single perceived object such as 

my table lamp or an entire complex of perceived objects such as my 

lamp-now-situated-on-a-table, which is in turn in-my-study, etc. The 

moments and properties coincide via the substratum or substrata as 

the abiding ground of coincidence. This coincidence, however, re 

mains partial since complete coincidence (e.g., of the sort that occurs 

in recognition) entails indistinguishability and thus lacks a basis for 

keeping-in-mind: we keep in mind only that which is somehow dis 

tinguishably different from that with which it is being paired. 
(iii) running-through. This is a moment expressly singled out 

by Kant as well as by Husserl, both of whom designate it with the 
same verb: "durchlaufen. 

" 
For Kant, it represents the basic action of 

"synopsis," the lowest-level synthesis of the sensible manifold as ef 

fected by apprehension.39 For Husserl, too, it is a quite preliminary 

stage 
? 

arising, strictly speaking, before still-retaining-in-grasp in 

his own use of the term.40 Both are mistaken if the model I am 

proposing here is correct; for on this model, only that which has first 

(logically and chronologically first) been brought and held together 
and made to coincide partially can be run through, whether in per 

ception, memory, or imagination. There must be something placed 
before apprehension that is already sufficiently preconstituted to be 

run through: to be traversed in successive steps. By the same token, 
once something has been run through and is still present in mind, 

still-retaining-in-grasp has ipso facto occurred. This last moment of 

the phenomenon brings it to completion, and yet is often the only 
moment of which we are explicitly aware. Hence the natural tend 

ency to identify running-through with still-retaining-in-grasp as a 

whole, a pars pro toto error that overlooks the equally constitutive 

role of holding-together and of partial coincidence. 

From the above discussion there emerge two conclusions of im 

39 Cf. Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, trans. N. K. Smith 
(New York: Humanities Press, 1950), A 99; also A 94-95. 

40 
SeeEJ, p. 343, where a sequence of "running-through?still-retain 

ing-in-grasp?overlapping coincidence" is suggested. In my view, this com 

plicates the situation needlessly and puts moments of the process on the 
same level as the process itself. 
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mediate consequence for this study of perceiving and remembering. 
The first is that still-retaining-in-grasp is a complex combination of 

activity and (as we must now aver) passivity. Or, to be more pre 

cise, we must say that just as it cannot be understood as purely 

passive in the manner of retention and retentiveness?or even of con 

solidation, in which the perceived object presents itself as constituting 

itself as a self-unified whole?so it cannot be understood as wholly 
active either. Rather, it is a form o? passivity in activity, a higher 

passivity in which the perceiver is at least partly responsible for 

the constitution of the perceived object. In Husserl's words, it is 

"a passivity which is truly objectivating, namely, one which thema 

tizes or co-thematizes objects."41 Rather than referring to thema 

tizing activity, I would prefer to speak of holding-together and run 

ning-through as the active moments (since they entail the activity 

of the perceiving subject) and of partial coincidence as the passive 
moment (passive because the coincidence depends strictly on the 

given characteristics of the preconstituted object).42 
A second conclusion is that in the phenomenon of still-retaining 

in-grasp we encounter a unique mode of memory which is unusually 
well-suited for collaboration with perception. To begin with, each of 

the three constituent moments I have isolated can be said with equal 

justice to belong to either of the two acts?and indeed, finally, to 

both. We can hold items together in remembering as well as in per 

ceiving; there can be partial coincidence in the case of perceived as 

well as remembered objects; and running-through can be just as much 

perceptual as mnemonic in nature. Because of this bivalency 

throughout, possibilities of collusion are, as it were, built into the 

very structure of the phenomenon. 

(3) Time-Consciousness as Ultimate Unifier. To speak of still 

retaining-in-grasp is already necessarily to allude to time-conscious 

ness, whose single most crucial characteristic is its pervasively uni 

fying nature. It is that form of experiential unification which in 

cludes?and makes possible?all others. Not only is it "the original 

41 
EJ, p. 108. The term 'passivity in activity' is found here as well. 

42 But I can certainly agree with Husserl's own conclusion concerning 
the result of still-retaining-in-grasp: "[it is] only on the basis of this active 

passive retaining-in-grasp that [something] can be apprehended in a simple 
perception as an enduring object, as one which not only is now but which was 
also the same just before and will be in the next now" (EJ, p. 109). 
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seat of the constitution of the unity of identity in general"43 (i.e., 
the unity of that which is self-identical whether perceived or remem 

bered or imagined), but its own unity is the basis and measure of 

all other particular unities in human experience: 

As far as originally constituted time extends, thus far extends the 

originally . . . constituted unity of a possible objectivity, which is ei 
ther a single individual or a plurality of co-existing independent in 
dividuals.44 

According to Husserl, there are three basic forms of "associative 

unification," the most thorough-going unification of which the mind is 

capable: of like with like ("homogeneous" unification), of unlike with 

unlike ("heterogeneous" unification), and of the present with the not 

present?where "Pr?sent" can be either spatial or temporal.45 Most 

importantly, the paradigm case of the unification of the temporally 

present with the temporally non-present is for Husserl precisely the 

unification of perception with memory: of "the presently perceived 
with remote memories separated from it."46 The question thus be 

comes: in what specific unities does this unification of perception and 

memory in time realize itself? Four such unities may be singled 
out for brief discussion: 

(i) unity through primary memory or retention. This is found 

most notably in the case of consolidation, where (as we have seen) 

primary memory is mainly responsible for the presentation of per 
ceived objects (or groups of such objects) as coherent, self-given 

wholes. But it is at least implicitly present as well as in all the 

other conjunctions between perceiving and remembering which we 

have considered inasmuch as every psychical phenomenon, whether 

specifiable in terms of one mental act or two such acts ("coad?nate" 

acts as they might be called), has its retentional fringe and has it 

necessarily. This fringe unifies a given perception with what has just 

preceded it in time. 

(ii) unity through secondary memory or recollection. Where pri 

mary memory unifies what is perceived?or a particular coadunation 

of the remembered-c^m-perceived?within a continuous but vanish 

43 
Ibid., p. 73. 

44 
Ibid., p. 158. 

45 See EJ, pp. 74-76. Strictly speaking, the association is of like 
or similar, and of unlike or dissimilar, with their respective counterparts, 
since Husserl distinguishes between likeness and similarity. 46 

Ibid., p. 177. Cf. also ibid., p. 156. 
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ing interval of time (being in fact the very vanishing of items from 

explicit consciousness), secondary memory unifies quite discontinuous 

and often long-since lapsed moments of time, its task being precisely 
to re-present to mind what is no longer available to the senses in a 

pristine, first-time-through form.47 Reconstruction of a distant past 
is only the most striking instance of this re-presentational activity: 

which is not to say representational activity, since there can very well 

be non-imagistic recollection. But secondary memory is also opera 

tive in cases of what I would call "continuation," in which earlier 

perceptions are conjoined to present perceptions so as to form a con 

catenated series?as is seen strikingly in various types of sedimen 

tation of past experience in present experience. Such sedimenta 

tion, especially in its specifically unconscious form, serves to remind 

us that the role of secondary memory need not be explicit but may 

proceed at a quite latent or tacit level.48 

All such operations of secondary memory, tacit or explicit, and 

active as well in still-retaining-in-grasp, recognizing, reconstructing, 
and reminding, are made possible by the assumption of a gapless 
continuum of moments stretching between the original event remem 

bered and the present moment. The presence of this continuum is 

presumed by time-consciousness, one of whose major tasks is so to 

structure experience that the not-now, the past now, of secondary 

memory is brought into rapport with?in fact, brought into the very 

content of?the present now of perception and of recollection itself. 

Unless this importation of the past via an intervening continuum 

could be effected, secondary memory could lay no claim to reviving 
the past?to presenting it again in the present. And whenever it 

does occur, a unity between the recollected and the perceived is 

realized: a unity normally designated by the single basic term "re 

membering." Indeed, every time I say "I remember," "I recall," 
or "that comes back to me now" on the occasion of perceiving, this 

unity is spontaneously achieved in one fell swoop. 

(iii) longitudinal unity. If we consider primary and secondary 
memory together, as co-operating precisely insofar as they co-con 

47 On this point, see PIT, p. 66. 
48 That is, at the level of what Husserl calls 

" 
'obscure' recollections 

of the similar" (EJ, p. 150). Cf. also ibid., p. 162: "everything perceived 
'reminds' one of something past that is similar or like even though temporally 
separated [from it]." 
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stitute the memory of the same thing, then memory and perception 

accomplish a peculiar longitudinal unity. By this I refer to the fol 

lowing, frequently illustrated, course of events: a perception occurs, 

sinks back in primary memory, and thereafter becomes available in 

secondary memory.49 When such a sequence of events occurs, a genu 

ine longitudinal unity of perception and memory is brought about, 
a unity based on the sameness of their intentional objects. This 

unity is temporal, since one and the same object, first perceived 
and then remembered, is posited as having two determinate (or at 

least determinable) positions in a single spread of world-time to which 

they both belong. The object-as-perceived occupies a first position 
in this spread, while the object-as-remembered occupies another; 
but it is the selfsame object which takes up these two positions in a 

well-ordered temporal series.50 In this way the otherwise quite dis 

parate acts of perceiving and remembering are unified by the identity 
of their respective intentional objects insofar as these latter are both 

situated in a common continuum of time. 

(iv) unity of simultaneous acts. This brings us to a last, and 

somewhat more complex, unification of perception and memory in 

time. Thus far, we have been considering the relationship of these 

two acts exclusively in terms of the order of succession. Now we 

must reflect on the way in which they may become related to each 

other in accordance with the other great Leibnizian temporal axis: 

the order of co-existence or co-occurrence. When perceiving and 

remembering arise at the same time, they do not exhibit a unity of 

becoming or duration that is inherently longitudinal; they exhibit 
instead an intuitive unit involving the co-presentation of singularities, 
some of which are perceived and some remembered. 

Let us return for a last time to the porcelin table lamp examined 

earlier. Suppose that, in addition to perceiving this lamp, I recall 

another, quite different lamp, a bronze lamp I owned over a decade 

49 In the ideal case, this is what always occurs: "each perception has 
its retentional horizon and provides the possibility of entering into this hori 
zon and of developing it in [secondary] memories" (EJ, p. 166). In a given 
instance, however, an easy unbroken sequence such as this may not take 

place: we may not be able to prolong the initial perception-c^m-retention 
into an accessible recollection. 

50 The series is well-ordered insofar as all of the intermediate positions 
in this same series are in principle determinable as moments of perceiving 
or remembering the same thing. 
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ago. I can place this remembered lamp (and it can only be remem 

bered now that it has vanished from my life altogether) alongside 

my now-perceived porcelin lamp in such a way as to enjoy a simul 

taneous presentation of both. I am speaking here of a strictly visual 

memory of my old lamp, and I am assuming a certain power of imagi 
native projection on my part. Rarely as we may engage in such 

projection in everyday existence, when it does occur, we are con 

fronted with a special unity of the perceived and the remembered 

within a single time-frame: the two lamps co-exist equanimously, 
even if not on exactly equal terms, within the same durational present. 

What are we to make of this puzzling situation? 

Such an experience of the perceived-a?m-remembered?seem 

ingly impossible on the view of space as objective and three-dimen 

sional only (and thus as incapable of "containing" anything as unob 

jective and subject-dependent as a mere memory) and of time as con 

sisting in a sheer succession of punctiform instants, each excluding 
the next in turn?is rendered possible not just because such notions of 

space and time are unduly constrictive in accounting for human ex 

perience but also because the acts of perceiving and remembering 
are securely anchored in the temporality of the subject. I remember 

and perceive in the same present?in one single stretch of duration 

which is my own?even if the things which I remember and perceive 

relate to each other uneasily in my present perceptual space.51 The 

problem of space apart, what is crucial is the fact that two diverse ob 

jects having distinctly different histories in time can nevertheless ap 

pear together in a single temporal unit, that subtending my present 

experience of them. On the one hand, they are the objects of various 

acts of apprehension which, though scattered in terms of world-time, 
are still my acts, that is, acts belonging to my own immanent tem 

porality, events in my history; it is in the selfsame me that the 

objects in question make contact.52 On the other hand, at the present 

time they are the intentional objects of justos (though double-rayed) 

apprehension, having its unique position both in my immanent tern 

51 This unease drives Husserl to posit an "apparent space" nested in 
actual space to explain a case such as this. Cf. EJ, pp. 181-83. 

52 Cf. EJ, p. 162: "I am led back into my own past, this past is precisely 
my own, the past of this same subject who is present and living." (His 

italics.) 
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porality and in world-time.53 In short, perceiving and remembering 

realize a meaningful unity in the problematic case before us through 
a peculiar dual rooting in a present both immanent and worldly. In 

this regard they come together in time twice over: in the immanence 

of the subject and in his or her world. 

If we were to pursue the point to its transcendental limit, we 

would have to say that time is not only a bond of unity between 

perceiving and remembering on the diverse occasions, successive and 

simultaneous, which we have been considering under the heading of 

"nonconspicuous collaboration" between the two acts. It is the very 

condition of possibility?"the first and fundamental form, the form of 

all forms"54?for establishing unity of all kinds in all combinations 

between perceiving and remembering, that in which and by which 

they become conjoinable at all, whatever the particular shape of 

their conjunction may be on a given occasion. It is in this regard 
that time-consciousness can be said to serve as their ultimate unifier. 

IV 

Were there but world enough and time (and in particular more 

world-time!), we could pursue the question of time itself further. In 

stead, respecting George Eliot's observation that "every day is a 

hurrying march of crowded Time,"55 let me hasten to draw some 

conclusions in the form of three minimalist remarks, followed by 
three maximal or more hazardous ones. 

(1) The ongoing interaction between perceiving and remember 

ing within human experience is more multiform and more subtle 

than mechanistic models convey, especially those (such as the recent 

model of memory as a form of information processing) that are based 

directly or ultimately on an empiricist view of memory as the mere 

replication or complication of perception (albeit in fainter tones and 

colors, in more elegant and discerning categories)?thus as inelucta 

bly second-order in status, condemned to mimic and to repeat per 

53 After all, another person can say about me, as I can say about myself, 
that I perceived-and-remembered the two lamps at, e.g., 10:01 a.m. on March 

28, 1978. 
54 

EJ, p. 164. Time is also described as a "common form" at ibid. 
55 

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, chap. 50. 
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ception as the privileged first-order act. As Husserl said in 1905, 
in memory "everything may resemble perception . . . and yet is not 

itself perception."56 Resemblance of content, or even of mode of op 

eration, does not prove perception's primacy. In particular, it does 

not demonstrate the validity of an implicitly or explicitly hierarchial 

framework within which perception is depicted as standing under 

and supporting memory as if it were an ailing stepchild. Nor does 

it justify the equally hierarchial notion (found in Plato and Berkeley) 
according to which memory somehow swoops down from on high to 

resolve the paradoxes and problems arising within perceiving proper. 

Our examination of the relationship between the two acts, especially 
in their less conspicuous combinations, has revealed that they often 

co-operate on the same ground level of experience. Their relationship 
on this level is a non-stratified one; it is a relation of partners in a 

common cognitive enterprise in which we would be ill-advised to 

designate either partner as topmost or as bottommost. 

(2) The partnership in question takes the following specific forms 
in which each activity proves to be complementary to the other, 

thereby manifesting a matchingness that is founded as much on the 

distinctive differences between the two acts as on their likenesses. 

On the one hand, perception construed as "self-giving" serves as a 

fertile "source-point"57 within which objects and events are continu 

ally encountered and presented in human awareness. It is by no 

means the only such source ? I have argued elsewhere that imagina 
tion brings forth its own content independently of perception and 

memory58?and it is certainly not best understood in terms of the re 

ception of "impressions," as both Hume and Husserl presume.59 But 

it is an ever-changing source of new experiences given in various sen 

sory and intersensory modalities: experiences which cannot derive 

from memory alone or from imagination alone and which in their 

novelty and plurality, alterity and closely-wrought sensuousness, are 

56 The full statement is: "Everything [in secondary memory] thus re 

sembles perception and primary memory and yet is not itself perception 
and primary memory" (PIT, p. 58). 

57 On the now of perception as a self-giving source-point, see PIT, 
sees. 10-11. 

58 Cf. Imagining: A Phenomenological Study (Bloomington: Indiana 

University Press, 1976), chaps. 7-8. 
59 For HusserFs view of "impressional" consciousness, see PIT, pp. 51 

ff. Hume's view is most fully presented in A Treatise of Human Nature, 
part 1, sees. 1-3; part 3, sees. 5-6. 
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unparalleled and irreplaceable by anything in remembering or imag 

ining. On the other hand, these very characteristics of perception 
are complemented by various features of memory and imagination. 

Restricting ourselves to memory, it is evident that it provides a pe 

culiar temporal depth lacking almost altogether in perception. The 

plenary but non-enduring present of perceiving is drawn out in pri 

mary memory into an elongated moment (an Augenblick in Kierke 

gaard's and Heidegger's term), while being extended still further by 
secondary memory into the reiterable content of recollection. What I 

called earlier the "memory-frame" deepens perceptions still further 

by providing for them a position in an immanent experiential stream? 

in this way creating a "horizon of the past"60 within which they be 

come apprehensible as ever-receding. Thanks to these activities of 

primary and secondary memory, "each now is changed into a past 

[now], and . . . moves uniformly'downward'into the depths of the 

past."61 Yet it so moves not as a mere point (as Husserl persisted 
in thinking), a point which can eventually vanish from view altogether, 

but as having its own identity and substantiality, allowing us to re 

trieve it intact in later moments of our experience.62 Losing the ephem 
eral newness of the now, it gains the unity of the remembered. 

(3) Another kind of unity gained is the unity of perceiving and 

remembering themselves, the elusive unity I have been pursuing 

throughout this essay. This is a unity of the "living present" of per 

ception and the "no longer living worlds"63 of memory, and it has 

exhibited itself at each stage in my analysis of the ways in which 

the two acts collaborate with each other. Among conspicuous modes 

of collaboration, recognition is the most manifest case of an experience 

that, despite its double origin in perception and memory, occurs as a 

single experiential unit: as is indicated when we say that we recognize 
someone "in a flash." Among nonconspicuous modes, it is in terms 

of time-consciousness (particularly when both immanent time and 

world-time are considered) that the unity of perceiving and remem 

bering presents itself in its most encompassing and rigorous form. 

60 This term occurs in Husserl's chart at PIT, p. 49. 
61 

PIT, p. 50. 
62 It is of interest that Berkeley's theory of vision is based on the 

premise that the "line of sight" eventuates in a point in the eye: "distance 

being a line directed end-wise to the eye, it projects only one point in the 
fund of the eye" (Towards a New Theory of Vision, p. 13). 

63 Husserl uses this phrase both at PIT, p. 75 and at EJ, p. 180. 
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But distinctive modes of unification occur in each of the other cases 

of collaboration as well. In every instance, we can observe a unio 

mentalis in which the two acts conjoin to form a unitary, even if 

sometimes a momentary, whole. Therefore, we can say of all the 

collaborative modes?and there are doubtless many more than I have 

traced out here?what Husserl says in Experience and Judgment 

concerning the divergent worlds of perception and memory: "never 

theless, despite [their] separation, there is still a unity here, and 

relations of unity based on it."64 The divergences, far from being 

diremptive or disruptive, themselves contribute to the continuing 
unification of mental life from within. 

(4) Recall the two mottoes from which we departed in this essay: 
no remembering without perceiving (a substantive even if mistaken 

claim); no perceiving without remembering (seemingly a largely rhe 

torical assertion). By now, however, the latter claim can be seen to 

be right and substantive?and not just rhetorical?if it is understood 

in the following form: no object or event can count as fully perceiv 

able unless it is also rememberable. Unless I could subsequently 
recall that which I now perceive, what I apprehend in the present 

would lack a crucial component of its very perceptualness, a certain 

essential perdurability which allows me to say that I am really per 

ceiving something. To maintain this is not to hold that I must in fact 

subsequently remember it?only that I must in principle be able to 

do so, that is, given the right circumstances, assuming no impair 
ment of my faculties, etc. But it remains a stronger claim than 

that which asserts merely that a rememberable past precedes, or is 

presupposed by, every present perception: namely, the past of previ 
ous perceptions of this particular, or of some similar, object. For 

the point is that my present perception must itself be rememberable 

on some future occasion if it is to be considered a full-fledged per 

ceptual act. It must, in short, be reiterable in secondary memory, 

and this de jure reiterability is a constituent feature of its very 
status as a fully formed (though not necessarily veridical) act of per 

ceiving in the present.65 

64 
EJ, p. 162. His italics. 

65 I explore this point further in "Imagining and Remembering," sec. 
7. Husserl hints at it in the context of a discussion of evidence: "I can 

'always return' to the itself-beheld actuality [of perception] ... in a series 
of intuitive recollections": Cartesian Meditations, trans. D. Cairns (The 

Hague: Nijhoff, 1960), p. 60. 
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(5) When we reflect, further, that this very present in which 

perception takes place is dependent upon primary memory for its 

constitution as a spanned duration, we begin to envision the still 

more intriguingly heterodox thesis that, far from being the mere con 

tinuation of perception by other means, memory is indispensable 
to the very accomplishment of perception itself. Not only is it "ar 

rayed in present consciousness" along with perception, it is arrayed 
in perception itself, ingredient in its very being. If this is so, then 

it cannot be valid to claim, as an entire tradition stretching from 

Aristotle to Merleau-Ponty has claimed, that perception represents 
a point or stage occurring (in Merleau-Ponty's words cited earlier) 

"before any contribution by memory." There cannot be any such 

point or stage if perception is mixed with memory?mired in it, 
we might say?from the beginning. 

Such a state of immixture does not mean, of course, that the 

respective roles of these two acts in human experience are indis 

tinguishable. These roles are certainly distinguishable from each 

other, and even eidetically so, as I attempted to demonstrate in sec 

tion II above. But perceiving and remembering remain inseparable 
within experience itself?not only as complementary to but as reliant 

upon one another: dependent equals, as it were. 

(6) Still, vis-?-vis perception, memory taken in both its primary 
and its secondary form is something of a primus inter pares, a first 

among equals. "The present," said Husserl, "is always born out of 
the past."66 By this he did not mean that it arises from a fixed fund 

or stock of memories: to think this would only be to reverse the 

terms of the classical sequence of "first perception-then memory" by 

positing a primacy of memory over perception. Rather, Husserl is 

suggesting that we shall never discover a pure, uncontaminated per 

ception, a perception which is not always already in the process 

of becoming a primary memory and on its way as well to becoming 
the content of a secondary memory. Not only do perception and 

primary memory "continually pass over into one another,"67 but there 

is no detectable (that is, non-idealized, non-punctiform) moment at 

which a given perception has not already passed over into primary 

memory. Thus it becomes plausible to assert with Husserl that "if 

we call perception the act in which all 'origination' [Ursprung] lies, 

66 
PIT, p. 140. My italics. 

67 
Ibid., p. 62. 
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which constitutes originarily, then primary memory is perception."68 
Or rather: perception is primary memory?is never not infused with 

it, sullied by it through and through. And since primary memory 

is itself preserved in secondary memory?"what is given as just hav 

ing been [i.e., in primary memory] turns out to be identical with 

what is recollected"69?then perception is also, and in this very way, 

secondary memory: it finds its fate there, it has no other fate, such is 

its character. This is why Husserl can add thirty years later that 

"the actual connection of all perceptions of an ego, present and past, 

[is established] in the unity of one memory . . . [in] an intuitive 

unity of the remembered."70 

Remembering unifies not just itself but perceiving as well?or 

better, both together in the one intrepid stream of lived experience: 

If a consciousness is actually given (or [is even] represented as given 
in possibility) and if it necessarily continues to flow on, then the possi 
bility exists that recollections of consciousness [will] arise which lead 
to a stream of consciousness unified in memory.71 

Consciousness does flow on, and flowing as it does it comes to oneness 

in remembering out of the manyness of perceiving. If it is true (as 

Heraclitus was the first in the West to affirm) that "you cannot step 

twice into the same river, for other waters are continually flowing 

on,"72 you can nevertheless remember the waiter which has now flowed 

on and been replaced by other waters?by other perceptions. And 

if it is also true (as Heraclitus said as w^ell) that "everything flows 

and nothing abides; everything gives way and nothing stays fixed,"73 

it is nonetheless the case that experience remains in memory. Re 

membering fixes the flow of perceiving and makes it into an abiding 

possession of mind. 

State University of New York at Stony Brook. 

68 
Ibid., p. 64. In italics in original. 69 
Ibid., p. 60. 

70 
EJ, p. 180. 

71 
Ibid., p. 167. 

72 
Heraclitus, Frag. 21 in Philip Wheelwright's numbering and trans 

lation: Heraclitus (New York: Atheneum, 1968), p. 29. 
73 

Frag. 20 in ibid., p. 29. 
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